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Color origin and heat evidence of paleontological bones: Case study of blue and gray 
bones from San Josecito Cave, Mexico 
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abstRaCt

Results of the investigation of paleontological blue and gray bone fragments of small vertebrates 
coming from stratigraphic layer 770 at San Josecito Cave (Nuevo Leon, Mexico, dating between 28 000 
and 19 000 years BP), are presented. Structural and elemental analyses combining X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and 
particle-induced X-ray and γ-ray emission (micro-PIXE/PIGE), as well as spectroscopic investigations 
[i.e., UV/visible/near-IR reflectance spectroscopy and X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) 
spectroscopy] were performed to identify precisely the origin of the blue stain.

Prior research has shown that Mn5+ in tetrahedral coordination could be responsible for the 
turquoise blue color in mastodon ivory some tens of million years old that was modified by a heat 
process. Manganese is present in the anionic form of (MnO4)3– and partially substitute for (PO4)3– in 
the hydroxyapatite matrix. 

The spectroscopic data of the present study have revealed a heat-induced modification, revealed 
traces of Mn among the typical bone constituents (Ca, P, Sr, Zn), and provided insights into the color 
origin of the blue paleontological bones from San Josecito Cave. Cations of Mn5+ in a tetrahedral 
environment of four O2– ions in the apatite structure are found in these bones, the same color origin 
as in the blue mastodon ivory. As indicated by XANES, Mn4+ ions in octahedral coordination as in 
pyrolusite are found in gray bones. The presence of submicroscopic Mn oxide inclusions might ex-
plain the color of the San Josecito gray bones. The formation of Mn5+ very likely is induced by heat 
treatment of the bones under oxidizing conditions. The heat-induced modification of both types of 
paleontological bones also is indicated by the direct observation of apatite crystals using TEM. The 
question remains, however, how the heat originated inside the cave.
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intRoduCtion

Bone and similar materials, including ivory and antler, have 
an important place in natural history as they record a wealth of 
information concerning past ways of life (paleodiets, migration, 
climates) in the form of changes in their aspect and structure as 
well as in their chemical and isotopic composition. They exhibit 
a high degree of hierarchy and are a composite material consist-
ing of a nanocrystalline mineral phase [carbonate hydroxyapatite 
(carb-HAP), Ca10(PO4)6–x(CO3)xOH] embedded in an organic 
matrix (mainly type I collagen).

Bones with blue and green coloration currently have been re-

covered from paleontological localities and archaeological sites. 
It is crucial to understand the origin of the blue color to provide 
a clue about depositional conditions and past environments. The 
origin of color, however, generally is a subject of controversy 
(Weiner et al. 1998; Robles et al. 2002; Michel et al. 2006), 
even if it is clear that a relation exists with heating (intentional 
or accidental). Indeed, the detection of a heating process is of 
first importance as an indicator of fire. Very few clear markers 
exist that provide evidence of fire at a paleontological locality 
or very early archaeological site.

The first unambiguous evidence for the origin of blue color 
of ancient bone material was based on research on fossil ivory 
(Reiche et al. 2000, 2001, 2002a) in the case of “Odontolite.” 
Odontolite is a turquoise imitation made of fossil ivory mate-* E-mail: ina.reiche@culture.gouv.fr


